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Atglen, PA — For anyone who has ever admired a barn on an old country
lane, this is the story of that barn and many others in Southeastern
Pennsylvania, or, specifically, “the hearth,” the area east of the
Susquehanna River and South of the Blue Mountains. One of the earliestsettled areas in North America, this region of the Keystone State, which
includes eleven counties, is home to an astounding 20,000 standing
barns, in various states of repair, built from the mid 1700s on. Discussed
in this text are the primary factors that have determined the fundamental
structures and appearances of the six great barn classifications, including
forest resources. Other featured topics are architectural aspects and
regionalisms, dates of construction, survival of 18th-century examples,
mysterious decorations, and barn preservation. Completing this treatise
are representative color photographs, building plan sketches, charts
conveying the prevalence of types, and a glossary of barn terms.
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“Following in the footsteps of other noted barn
historians such as John Heyl, Joseph Glass, and
Robert Ensminger, Greg Huber is a devoted
expert on the subject of historic barns in the
Pennsylvania hearth area. His exquisite book
chronicles the history and preservation of these
timber frame and stone masterpieces from
bygone centuries.”
—Sheila Miller, founder of Historic Barn and
Farm Foundation of Pennsylvania

Greg Huber is a barn and house historian, consultant, and owner of Past
Perspectives and Eastern Barn Consultants – historic cultural resource
companies. Huber has specialized in house and barn architecture of
Holland Dutch and Pennsylvania Swiss-German culture areas that include
more than 8,000 vernacular houses and barns. He has authored more
than 230 articles on architecture and is co-author of two books – the
second edition of The New World Dutch Barn (2001) and Stone Houses –
Traditional Homes of Pennsylvania’s Bucks County and Brandywine Valley
(2005). He has also led 60 tours and given more than 195 lectures on
architecture in the past 25 plus years. He won the Alice Kenney award and
the Allen Noble Book Award issued by the Pioneer America Society.

Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. is a family-owned, independent publisher of high-quality
books. Since 1974, Schiffer has published thousands of titles on the diverse
subjects that fuel our readers’ passions. From our traditional subjects of antiques
and collectibles, arts and crafts, and military history, Schiffer has expanded its
catalog to publish books on contemporary art and artists; architecture and design;
food and entertaining; the metaphysical, paranormal, and folklore; and pop and
fringe culture, as well as books for children.
Visit www.schifferbooks.com to explore our backlist of more than 5,800 titles.
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